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30's French Art Deco China Cabinet, in Manner of Ruhlmann
Reference:
MPD-007245
Description
Vintage 1930's modernist French Art Deco china cabinet of exotic and highly desirable Palisander,
also known as East Indian Rosewood. Very much in the style of Jacques Emile Ruhlmann.
The china cabinet features a beautiful complementary and contrasting band of Sycamore that
frames the two lower doors as well as being seen on the rounded modernist horizontal design
element on the stepped inset plinth base. The interior of the bottom storage is also lined in the
same gorgeous Sycamore. The design features rounded corners on the main lower cabinet with a
lovely stepped design at its top.
The china display portion also features rounded edges and itself sets on a stepped inset base. The
display area features the two original plate glass doors and two original plate glass shelves.
Infinitely variable remote controlled LED lighting has been added to the display section to enhance
the display properties of the piece.
Note: The original Ruhlmann style "U" base dining table with leaf sold separately. Deco-Dence made
an exact replica template of the table prior to it shipping to the West Coast and we can craft a dining
table that perfectly mates to this original china cabinet.
Additionally, the original six French Art Deco Palisander dining chairs to the suite are still available
and if paired with a custom dining table along with the china cabinet could form an exceptional
dining suite. Alternatively it could also be a striking office suite with the "U" base table as a
conference table, with the dining chairs as seating and the china cabinet functioning as a matching
bookcase/display. Would be perfect for an attorney's office or any other professional setting.

Price:
$8,500.00

Main Image:
DetailsPeriod: ART DECO
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Category: FURNITURE
Condition: Excellent, hand stripped and refinished to high polish
- Height: 61
- Width: 41 1/2
- Depth: 16 1/2
Dealer:

Deco-Dence Gallery & Studio

Dallas Design District
2260 Monitor Street
Dallas, TX 75207-6204 USA
214-744-DECO (3326) - Gallery
214-789-DECO (3326) - cell

More InfoCountry of Origin: France
Material/tecniques: Palisander Rosewood, Sycamore trim, glass doors & shelves
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